As your tenure at Cleveland HS comes to an end, I would like you to reflect upon your “social studies experience” here. Your project needs to include the following components:

1. **A TWO PARAGRAPH reflection/overview of EACH social studies class that you took at Cleveland/previous HS/online (MWH,HOTA, Govt./Econ. PRIOR to your senior year.** The first paragraph should include a brief overview of the curricular topics that you found most interesting in that class. I'm not looking for a laundry list of every unit that you did, rather, what unit(s) resonated with you and why. The second paragraph should contain your reflection as to what was going on socially during that class/year. How were you as a student? Were there any really memorable/funny/transformative things that happened in the class? **10 pts.**

2. **Final thoughts on your senior Social Studies experience/year:** Because this door is just now closing, you might not have a full historical perspective of this year. You might remember moments, but not necessarily recognize the full impact. Write a few paragraphs of your impressions of this year, both in your classes and in your life. If you could do anything differently, what would you have done? Will your social studies experience at Cleveland serve you well in college? Life? **5 pts**

3. **Artistic component:** A few drawings, a nice collage, or poems that symbolize your time as a student of the social studies while at Cleveland. Take your time and make it look nice. **5 pts**

4. Your scrapbook should have a cover page and be typed OR handwritten in an exquisite script. No torn out pages of spiral notebook paper taped together.

**Scrapbooks will be due Tuesday, May 28th. I will have them graded and ready for you on your last day in class.**